Selection of reversed-phase liquid chromatographic columns with diverse selectivity towards the potential separation of impurities in drugs.
To select appropriate stationary phases from the continuously expanding supply of potentially suitable HPLC columns, the properties of 28 frequently applied stationary phases were determined by measuring several chromatographic parameters. From these results, based on chromatographic expertise, eight stationary phases with different properties and selectivities were selected. The aim of this study is to apply chemometric tools to evaluate the initially selected set of columns, i.e. a more systematic approach for making such a selection is examined. Starting from the information obtained on the 28 stationary phases, the re-evaluation was performed independently based on the chemometric techniques Pareto-optimality, principal component analysis (PCA), and Derringer's desirability functions. The aim was to select a set of efficient columns exhibiting large selectivity differences. The chemometrically selected stationary phases were divided in groups based on hydrophobicity, a critical retention-determining property in reversed-phase chromatography. This allowed to further reducing the selection to three columns. It is demonstrated that the selection by the chemometric approaches in general is fairly comparable with the initial selection.